
Meta Chair - Black
Product Code: METAEX330BLK Lead Time Guide: 2 - 4 weeks

OVERVIEW

A luxurious blend of style and functionality that redefines the
standard for office seating. Crafted with meticulous attention to
detail, this chair is upholstered in genuine leather, elevating
your workspace with a touch of elegance and opulence.

Designed for the modern executive, the chair features a
concealed chassis mechanism that seamlessly combines form
and function. The concealed mechanism ensures a sleek and
streamlined appearance while allowing for a range of
customisable ergonomic adjustments.

The genuine leather upholstery not only adds a touch of class
but also provides a supple and breathable seating surface. The
rich, natural textures of the leather enhance the overall aesthetic
of the chair, making it a statement piece in any executive office
or conference room.

Built to withstand the demands of a dynamic corporate
environment, this executive meeting chair comes with a robust
5-year warranty.

Elevate every meeting with the Meta � where style meets
substance.

Due to constant innovation, products may be subject to design and specification changes without notice. Copyright ©2022.



SPECIFICATIONS

140kg Recommended Weight Capacity

Chair Dimensions (mm)
O/A Height: 1000~
O/A Width: 660~
O/A Depth: 660~
Seat Width: 495~
Seat Depth: 455~
Seat Height: 425-490~
Back Width: 475~
Back Height: 530~

Weight: 12.3kg

FEATURES

Upholstered in genuine leather
Enclosed chassis mechanism
Seat tilt, with lock option
ANSI/BIFMA Quality verification
140kg Recommended Weight Capacity
5 Year Warranty

RELATED PRODUCTS

Million Chair - High Back Million Chair - Med Back Meta Chair - Tan

Due to constant innovation, products may be subject to design and specification changes without notice. Copyright ©2022.

Colour Disclaimer Colours may vary due to computer screen variations. Please always check actual samples for confirmation to be sure. Product Disclaimer Please note our specifications
and features are subject to change without notice. For our full T&C�s click HERE.



Meta Chair - Tan
Product Code: METAEX330TAN Lead Time Guide: 2 - 4 weeks

OVERVIEW

A luxurious blend of style and functionality that redefines the
standard for office seating. Crafted with meticulous attention to
detail, this chair is upholstered in genuine leather, elevating
your workspace with a touch of elegance and opulence.

Designed for the modern executive, the chair features a hidden
chassis mechanism that seamlessly combines form and
function. The concealed mechanism ensures a sleek and
streamlined appearance while allowing for a range of
customisable ergonomic adjustments.

The genuine leather upholstery not only adds a touch of class
but also provides a supple and breathable seating surface. The
rich, natural textures of the leather enhance the overall aesthetic
of the chair, making it a statement piece in any executive office
or conference room.

Built to withstand the demands of a dynamic corporate
environment, this executive meeting chair comes with a robust
5-year warranty. 

Elevate every meeting with the Meta � where style meets
substance.

Due to constant innovation, products may be subject to design and specification changes without notice. Copyright ©2022.



SPECIFICATIONS

140kg Recommended Weight Capacity

Chair Dimensions (mm)
O/A Height: 1000~
O/A Width: 660~
O/A Depth: 660~
Seat Width: 495~
Seat Depth: 455~
Seat Height: 425-490~
Back Width: 475~
Back Height: 530~

Weight: 12.3kg

FEATURES

Upholstered in genuine  leather
Enclosed Chassis Mechanism
ANSI/BIFMA Quality verification
140kg Recommended Weight Capacity
5 Year Warranty

RELATED PRODUCTS

Million Chair - High Back Million Chair - Med Back Meta Chair - Black

Due to constant innovation, products may be subject to design and specification changes without notice. Copyright ©2022.

Colour Disclaimer Colours may vary due to computer screen variations. Please always check actual samples for confirmation to be sure. Product Disclaimer Please note our specifications
and features are subject to change without notice. For our full T&C�s click HERE.


